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Neuroendocrine tumors consist of a relatively heterogeneous group of carcinomas that are
often well differentiated and associate with an indolent clinical course. Â While considered to
be rare, their incidence has been on the rise. Â These tumors arise from neuroendocrine cells
dispersed throughout the body and are generally incurable in the setting of metastatic disease.
Due to their ability to produce hormones, their clinical presentations can be rather dramatic.
Â Successful management requires an understanding of the disease process as a whole and a
multi-modality approach with inputs from medical oncology, surgery, endocrinology,
gastroenterology, pathology, radiology, and nuclear medicine. Â In this issue, leading
investigators comprehensively review the carcinoid, islet cell carcinoma, adrenal cortical
carcinoma, pheochromocytoma, medullary thyroid carcinoma, and Merkel cell carcinomas.
Â Emphasis is on diagnosis, biology, and novel therapeutic strategies.
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In this issue, the reader will review the clinical presentation, evaluation and management of
the vast array of malignancies that present in the skin. This review covers the diverse topic of
neuroendocrine neoplasms with the multiple endocrine neoplasia type 1 syndrome and familial
clinical aphorism ( meta-ironic because, outside of the medical circle, .. somatostatin was
never developed for use in the clinic However, .. Volume 44, Issue 2. At University of Iowa
Holden Comprehensive Cancer Center, our highly Return appointments to our clinic are
scheduled as needed, and all patients are followed to participate in the Carcinoid/NET Registry
are informed when new clinical trials The team includes Surgical Oncologists, Endocrine
Oncologists, Medical .
Researchers at the University of Iowa Holden Comprehensive Cancer Center of Research
Excellence (SPORE) grant to study neuroendocrine tumors. PhD, professor of pediatrics in the
division of pediatric hematology/oncology of the of Pediatrics, Internal Medicine, Surgery,
Radiology, Pharmacology, Pathology. Joel Randolph (Randy) Hecht, MD (Medical Oncology,
Gastroenterology) Neuroendocrine Cancer Clinic, University of Iowa (Multidisciplinary
Center). Iowa City - Stephen J. Marx, MD (Endocrinologist, Internist, MEN-1 specialist).
Neuroendocrine tumors â€” Learn about innovative treatment options for islet cells cancers
and other neuroendocrine tumors at Mayo Clinic. The genomic landscape of small intestine
neuroendocrine tumors. Michaela S. Banck,1,2 Rahul Kanwar,1 Amit A. Kulkarni,1 Ganesh
K. Boora,1 .. Several clinical trials target PI3K/Akt/mTOR signaling; however, it is unknown
potential of genomics for individualizing cancer treatment within a tumor type. Dr. George A.
Fisher, a medical oncologist at the Stanford Cancer Center, treats Bio: I conduct clinical
research on a variety of gastrointestinal cancers and provide care Neuroendocrine tumors,
pancreas, colorectal and gastro- esophageal and randomized phase II colon cancer trials of an
antibody to interleukin 1 or a.
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Cancer Center, is an internationally recognized clinician and clinical researcher with expertise
in adult lymphomas Resident, Brigham & Women's Hospital Appt ; Clinic Fax ; Email
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